Crowd Pleasers.
Furniture you and your guests will love.

**Versatility.** Public space furniture from The HON Company runs the gamut from guest seating to lounge seating and beyond to offer virtually limitless configuration possibilities … in private offices, reception areas, community spaces, healthcare waiting rooms, hotel lobbies, and just about anywhere else people gather.

**Choice.** We deliver a broad range of aesthetic and price-point options – steel or wood, sleek lines or plush upholstery, and more. To extend your options even further, our public space solutions coordinate beautifully with our office furniture selections.

**Durability.** Public space furniture needs to stand up to constant use. All our products meet or exceed ANSI/BIFMA quality standards … and are backed by a limited lifetime warranty, award-winning customer service and the 60-year legacy of The HON Company.

**Simple Specs.** Each layout in this brochure is identified with a “Keyword.” Enter a keyword into the “Product Search” box at www.hon.com to access detailed specification information, such as finishes, bills of material, list prices and more.

Products, fabrics and finishes subject to availability.
Cambia 2164 Seating: Enviro Poppy upholstery and Mahogany finish.
Cambia 2165 Seating: Rebound Citron upholstery and Mahogany finish.
Be good to your guests.

Cambia™ guest chairs are a stylish way to accommodate visitors in private offices. Graceful lines and generous proportions create a warm and inviting atmosphere that sets the tone for productive meetings. The soft profile works well in any office environment.

Good Choices
Three arm options – square, loop and arch – coordinate with the edge details of different HON desk lines to create visual continuity throughout your office. You can choose from an upholstered or wood-slat back. Every choice offers exceptional comfort and long-lasting quality.

2Meet
Initiate® panels divide space into a private office and a public conference area, maximizing meeting flexibility. Cambia chairs maximize comfort. Enter Keyword 2Meet at hon.com
Cambia 2167 Seating: Enviro Poppy upholstery and Mahogany finish. Coffee and Corner Table in Mahogany finish.
Comfort in a crowd.

Put Cambia in your waiting room and you’ll make your entire organization feel more welcoming. The spacious seat and gently sloping arms make waiting more comfortable. The warm wood tones and contemporary styling do wonders for your image, too.

**Durability Made Beautiful**
With such quality construction features as solid wood arms, Cambia is tough enough to accommodate a steady parade of people, year in and year out. Bold proportions help preserve a sense of personal space for each individual.

Wait
Initiate panels with clear glass inserts create an enclosed yet visually accessible waiting area. Cambia chairs and coordinating tables welcome visitors.
Enter Keyword Wait at hon.com
Invitation 2111 Seating: Theory Lime upholstery and Henna Cherry finish.
Worthy of the corner office.

Invitation® guest chairs deliver the quality and comfort you demand in the boardroom and executive suite – yet they’re affordable enough for reception and waiting areas. Use them throughout your office to unify and enhance your image.

Armed with Choices
Invitation offers two arm options – single or double rail – as well as a wide variety of standard wood finishes. Combine these choices with the chair’s clean, unobtrusive styling, and you’ve got a solution that will complement any office furniture.
Invitation 2111 Seating: Mophe Kelp upholstery and Natural Maple finish.
Handsome design, comfortable sit, sturdy construction, enduring value … what’s not to love about Invitation? It’s an eager-to-please chair that enhances any office or reception area. Made with select hardwoods, it coordinates with our full line of furniture.

Making a good impression.

Durability Meets Comfort
A contoured seat maximizes comfort while extending the life of the chair. The back is contoured, too, and its “floating” construction eliminates the accumulation of dirt and debris. Easy-to-clean upholsteries and wood finishes ensure long-lasting beauty.

Cordial
Fresh-hued fabrics and a natural maple finish combine for a light and tranquil waiting area. Connecting tables add functionality. Enter Keyword Cordial at hon.com
A gap between the seat and back won’t trap dirt, crumbs or fluid. Seats and backs are removable for easy field replacement.

The steel version of Versant offers a sleeker, more modern look along with even greater durability and cleanability.

With no center legs to contend with, it’s easier to clean under Versant tandem seats. Bold proportions and steel-reinforced seat frames comfortably accommodate all sizes and shapes of people.

Versant Two-seat with Center Table: Saucy Chutney upholstery and Bourbon Cherry finish. Versant Two-seat: Rebound Harvest upholstery and Bourbon Cherry finish. Coffee and End Tables in Bourbon Cherry finish.
More to love.

A more roomy sit. A more striking presence. And a more diverse range of options: wood or steel frames, fabric or vinyl coverings, single or tandem seats, bariatric chairs or benches. Versant™ does it all, and always delivers incredible strength and durability.

Versatility in Action

Single chairs, tandem seats, tables, benches and more can be configured (and reconfigured) in all sorts of combinations to meet any need and fit any space. Versant was designed for healthcare – but its flexibility, good looks, easy maintenance and exceptional value make it a natural for any high-traffic area.

Spacious

Versant’s larger scale helps create a more open and inviting feel, even as two-seat, three-seat and connecting-table configurations make smart use of space. Enter Keyword Spacious at hon.com
Versant Three-seat Bench: Matrix Sorbet Vinyl upholstery and Mahogany finish. End Tables in Mahogany finish.
Let’s just wait here.

You can turn any spot into a waiting area with Versant. Benches are ideal where space is limited, such as outside elevators or in hallways. Chairs can be placed up close to walls, thanks to special wall-saver frames that help minimize scuffs and marks.

**Durability By Design**
Both wood and steel Versant models incorporate a steel underframe for exceptional strength. Standard chairs support up to 350 lbs. of weight, while our bariatric models support up to 500 lbs. Arched arms easily support users as they get in and out of chairs.


*Genial*
Benches and bariatric seating are very accommodating. [Enter Keyword Genial at hon.com](http://hon.com)
Park Avenue Arm Chair: Infusion Dijon and Altro Tomato upholstery. Coffee Table and End Tables in Columbian Walnut finish.
Finer furnishings.

Quality craftsmanship and rigorous attention to design detail set Park Avenue Collection® apart from the rest. Transitional design is an ideal choice for corporate, hospitality, healthcare and university environments.

Durable Craftsmanship
Park Avenue arm chairs, love seats and sofas are made with high-quality hardwood frames that can take whatever the years can dish out. Fabrics are hand upholstered for a precise fit. Companion tables feature beautiful wood veneer finishes that match our office furniture.

Impress
This configuration delivers exceptional eye appeal and superb performance for hotel lobbies, corporate reception areas, executive lounges and anywhere else you want to impress guests.

Enter Keyword Impress at hon.com
Park Avenue Sofa: Infusion Dijon upholstery. Park Avenue Love Seat: Altro Tomato upholstery. Coffee Table and End Tables in Columbian Walnut finish.
Perpetual Armless Chair, Arms and 30˚ Wedge Units: Altro Cocoa and Hue Smoke upholstery and Titanium finish. Coffee Table and End Tables with Natural Maple Thermotorm tops and Titanium finish.
Built for change.

Perpetual® modular seating is casually modern in both its appearance and its approach to change. You can easily rearrange and add on to existing configurations whenever the need arises. Long couches, U- and L-shaped configurations, serpentine curves … the possibilities are endless!

Very Very Versatile
In corporate offices, Perpetual fits everywhere from reception areas to groupwork spaces. In waiting rooms, Perpetual can be configured to safeguard privacy or promote conversation … both very, very comfortably.

Curve
Upholstered wedges provide ability to create serpentine configurations and other unique shapes (left). Remove the wedges to create a more traditional layout (Box), above. Enter Keyword Curve or Box at hon.com
Perpetual Armless Chair, Arms and 30” Wedge Units: Altro Cocoa and Hue Smoke upholstery and Titanium finish. Swivel Tablet Arm with Natural Maple Thermof orm top and Titanium finish.
Uncommonly creative common spaces.

You can use Perpetual to create comfortable, inviting spaces that encourage the free flow of ideas and conversation. Modularity means configurations (and reconfigurations) are limited only by your imagination.

Creative Choices
Choose tablet arms to turn a cozy nook into a comfy place to hit the books. A wide variety of complementary tables support different goals and layouts. For added mobility, specify chairs and tables with locking casters—they make reconfiguration and cleaning even easier.

GroupThink
Perpetual supports a full range of sitting positions as well as change-on-a-dime flexibility—just what you want in informal group settings. Enter Keyword GroupThink at hon.com
See More Seating.
While they’re not pictured in this brochure, these seating selections are also well suited to public spaces. Check the HON List Pricer for details.

PARK AVENUE COLLECTION RECEPTION SEATING
- PAA01 Arm Chair
- PAA11 Arm Chair, Swivel/Glide
- PAL02 Love Seat
- PAS03 Sofa

PERPETUAL MODULAR SEATING
- PRMCO1 Armless Chair
- PRMAR Arm
- PRMCO2 Armless Corner Unit
- PRMCO3 30˚ Wedge Unit
- PRMTARMA Swivel Tablet Arm

OCCASIONAL TABLES
- HCT048 Laminate Coffee Table
- HCT024 Laminate Corner Table
- HCT020 Laminate End Table
- PA848X Veneer Coffee Table
- PA824X Veneer Corner Table
- PA820X Veneer End Table

PYRAMID™ 24 HOUR SEATING
- 3606 Sled Base, Armless
- 3516 Sled Base, Armless

SOLUTIONS SEATING®
- 4003 Guest, Arms
- 4004 Guest, Armless
- 4008 Guest, Sled Base, Arms

SENSIBLE SEATING®
- 6008 Guest, Sled Base, Arms

F3™ SERIES SEATING
- FGC1 Guest, Armless
- FGC2 Guest, Arms

PILLOW-SOFT™ SEATING
- 2093 Guest, Sled Base, Arms

PAGODA® SEATING
- 4071 Stacking Guest, Arms
- 4075 Mobile Stacking Guest, Armless
- 4077 Mobile Stacking Guest, Armless

Furniture built to last, from a company that’s been standing behind its word for more than 60 years. An incredible range of product that allows a consistent visual look throughout a facility, from offices to common spaces. Finishes, fabrics, features and accessories that will accommodate any goal, any design vision and any budget.

Choose guest seating, lounge seating and other public space furniture from The HON Company ... for solutions that are always welcoming, always comfortable and always smart.

Each layout in this brochure is labeled with a “Keyword.” For quick access to detailed specs, enter the “Keyword” into the “Product Search” box at www.hon.com.

To contact a local HON dealer who can provide expert personal assistance, please use the “Dealer Locator” at www.hon.com.